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My name is Harrison Lord I am applying for a premises license for the above business. I have 

over five years experience within the hospitality trade and work alongside of my father and 

mother Colin and Donna Lord. Donna Lord is also a Personal License holder for many years 

and between us we have run a public house and restaurants for over five years and have been 

running Harleys in Grasmere for over three and a half years and during that time we have not 

had one complaint or incident despite several objections at the onset of planning and license 

requirements, I would like to repeat this, NOT ONE COMPLAINT OF NOISE, DRUNKENESS OR 

VIOLENCE OR AFTER HOURS SALE OF ALCOHOL, NOT ONE We operate a seven days a week 

bistro and are only closed Christmas day so I see this as a testament of what can be achieved 

 

Coniston is in our opinion a seasonal location and does not attract the volumes during off 

peak times and it may be said that if this is the case why would we apply for a license with 

hours that we have listed, my answer is that there are some tourists and events to cater for 

and also we want to attract locals and tourists alike to the area, there are two licensed 

restaurants closing one now and one in November and we have adapted our business around 

all customer requirements to include birthday parties, funeral breakfasts etc. 

 

There are representations and I would like to address their points raised. 

The first is from Stephen Emmett 

Appendix 5



1) Mr Emmett’s concern over underage drinking can be covered by our staff training 

thoroughly enforced regarding Challenge 25 and our logbook showing the incidents 

where staff will regularly ID our customers that look underage or under 25, signage is 

also very visible to show that this policy is in force and we take this very seriously 

2) Noise and light nuisance is his concern and there is external movement sensor lighting 

on all units and has been fitted for many years, all lighting from windows with 

exception to the entrance will be contained in the venue by blinds that are already 

fitted, the lighting externally will only be from the entrance\exit for the safety of our 

customers. All recorded or live music will be contained inside the venue and it is highly 

unlikely that we will have live music more than six times a year as we are 

predominantly an eating establishment serving quality food hopefully with 

refreshments as it is not viable without alcohol sales as many people are put off by 

not having a glass of wine with their meal, also we are forgetting that most people are 

responsible social drinkers and this reflects in the many years of untroubled trading in 

nearby Grasmere 

3) The point where it states there is already a nuisance created by drunken people 

returning to Coniston hall campsite leading to problems, we will not add to this as we 

all are non-drinkers and do not allow staff to consume alcohol during working hours 

and the problem is that other establishments are not doing their responsibilities in 

respect of their neighbours and obviously serving for profit, I guarantee to adhere to 

the rules of a license and take my responsibilities seriously and hope to be given the 

chance to prove this 

4) The parking of visiting customers vehicles, after five thirty all other outlets close and 

we all allow vehicles to park anywhere in the vicinity of the car park during the day as 

this is hard to manage but there has been no incidents in the two years of ownership 

of the venue and most people visiting an eatery of quality have a designated driver so 

overnight parking should not occur in respect of our venue and parking issues are 

managed on lake road by our local council. To have any impact on local residents 

houses parking there would have to be a large number of vehicles in our car park and 

at the bottom of Lake Road maybe thirty plus before even getting close to the houses 

further up and we are a very small venue 



5) The takeaway sales are monitored and are a very, very minimal part of the business, 

signage stating respect our neighbours are situated on exits and everyday we clean 

outside the venue and we build a good relationship up with our customers and expect 

responsible drinking and disposal of bottles etc, bins are outside and emptied daily 

and we will check all areas daily to monitor the new business and not cause nuisance 

to our neighbours or wildlife in the area 

6) The point where Mr Emmett states that people will be able to ‘have another’ at our 

venue when they have already had enough is wrong as we do not serve and have 

refused many times excessive drinking in our other establishments and again our 

record at these other establishments is testament to how we run our business and 

enforce our responsibilities around holding a license 

In respect of the representation from Coniston Parish Council I respond as follows to their 

concerns; 

1) According to Julie Birkett in Lake District Planning the venue had the ability under its 

previous classification to open such a business as a Bistro and the classification 

changed only to enforce this fact and we have used this opportunity to use this class 

of business. The fact that no-one else has done this seems irrelevant if this is backed 

by the local planners 

2) It is stated that the venue is far from the core of hospitality, but also is the Ship Inn 

and Coniston Inn in exactly the same surrounding area as we are on Lake Road and as 

stated previously venues in Coniston are closing for business and we know our venue 

will enhance the attractiveness of Coniston and is done to a high standard and will 

attract tourists to Coniston because of the quality of food 

3) As also stated previously, there has always been external lighting on all of the units 

usually by motion sensor and our entrance lights will not interfere with the calming 

influence of the area and I believe that the motion sensor lights were a part of the 

original planning application of the units 

4) Again I state we will not allow any anti-social behaviour or excessive drinking as we 

are aiming for high quality and the parish council state it is isolated then state nearby 

housing, this is true of many venues in the area and we will not allow any public 

nuisance or drunkenness on our premises 



5) We have a seating area outside and some of this is included in the curtilage of the 

building and has been allowed by the local planning department and Tree consultant 

for the council, we are happy to concede that this area be not used after 8pm as we 

do not want to impact on our neighbours or wildlife and will close the outside early to 

reflect on their point 

6) This application could have been applied for prior to the change in classification, and 

where Mr Dearnley advises the negative impact I on the other hand know we will have 

a positive impact on the community by providing a safe and nice place serving quality 

food and beverages and maintaining high respect from our neighbours in the way we 

run our business and take our responsibilities seriously and think about our 

surroundings and the beauty of Coniston 

Our establishment does not cater for the people that simply want to fill their bellies with beer 

or be a rowdy noisy group and I hope that our previous record and the initial worries that our 

close residents had and the fact that not one complaint has been put forward in over three 

years hopefully speaks volumes in the way we take our responsibilities of having a premises 

licence granted 

 

 

 

 


